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Building trust in relationships

Trust is one of the most important qualities in any relationship. Knowing we can rely on those close to 
us; our partner, our family and friends is essential to our feelings of safety and wellbeing. 
Trust is important in communities and cultures too, in fact, research has shown that in regions where 
there is high trust (both in the members and the leaders of that community) then there is more 
philanthropy, less crime, greater levels of health and wellbeing, higher academic achievement in 
schools and even longer life expectancy. This is no surprise, trust makes us feel secure and when we 
feel secure, we can thrive.

Trust needs to be nurtured in any relationship and is built in very small moments over time. John 
Gottman, psychologist and renowned relationship expert, calls these “sliding door” moments after the 
1998 film of the same name. In any interaction with another person we have the choice to build trust, 
to turn towards, or to erode trust by turning away. 

Imagine you’re reading a great book and one of your children comes into the room and slumps onto 
the couch with a big sigh. In this “sliding doors” moment you have the choice to continue reading or 
put down your book and ask, “What’s Up?” In the latter choice you are saying to your child, “I’m there 
for you, you can rely on me” you are building trust and growing your relationship.

Gottman’s research team discovered that questions of trust are at the heart of much conflict in 
relationships. Questions like;

• Can I trust you to be there for me?
• Can I trust you to listen when I’m upset?
• Can I trust you to prioritise me above other things in your life?
• Can I trust you to help me?
• Can I trust you to respect me?

If trust is so crucial to relationships, how can we build it? Gottman tells us that the basis for building 
trust with another person is the idea of Attunement which can be characterised by the acronym 
ATTUNE;

• Awareness of the other’s emotions;
• Turning toward their emotions;
• Tolerance of two different viewpoints;
• trying to Understand the other;
• Non-defensive responses;
• and responding with Empathy.

Attunement means that you can see things through another’s eyes, appreciating their opinion and 
perspective (even though you may not agree!). Feeling attuned to one another increases closeness 
and grows trust. 
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Building trust through Attunement

Awareness

This is about being present, so think of ways to be even more available for those you love;

• Dedicate time to connect with your loved ones- make it a ritual. Over coffee in the morning, at 
dinner time, as you’re walking the dog or tucking your child into bed.

• Switch off distractions, particularly devices, for a portion of the day. Use this time to connect with 
the world around you. The more you practice being aware, the easier it becomes.

Turning Towards

This is about meeting bids for connection with positivity and paying particular attention to emotions.

• Be curious- ask questions “You seem worried, do you want to talk about it?” or “You look really 
happy, tell me about your day”.

• Really focus on the answer, both verbal and non-verbal cues. Are you being asked to solve a 
problem? If not, then just listen and be there to support.

Tolerance of Two Different Viewpoints and Understanding The Other

These are chicken and egg principles- which come first tolerance or understanding? Do we need a 
spirit of tolerance before we can understand? Or does understanding allow us to be tolerant? Either 
way, both are important in developing trust.

How easy is it for you to see another’s perspective? Research shows that in relationships where 
partners (read friends, co-workers, siblings, parent/child) feel known, appreciated and connected, 
then tolerance of difference and even, accepting the influence of the other is much easier. These 
relationships have full Emotional Bank Accounts- the term coined by Gottman to describe the store 
of positive perspective and good-will that allows us to weather the inevitable storms of life and are 
far more successful and satisfying than those whose investment in the relationship is much lower. 
The emotional bank account is built through being aware and turning towards but also by investing 
time in getting to know and keep up to date with the other person, remembering and expressing your 
appreciation for their good qualities. 

What needs to happen to facilitate understanding? Sometimes in our relationships we succumb 
to Confirmation Bias the phenomenon studied by English psychologist Peter Watson in the 1960s. 
Confirmation Bias is when we expect to see, hear or experience something and then, regardless of 
what actually happens, we use the evidence around us to confirm these expectations. Humans use 
this bias to make sense of the world but, it can sometimes lead us to misinterpret the facts. In order 
to understand, we need to lay aside our biases and pre-conceived notions of a situation or a person. 
When we do this, we are saying that our loved-one (and their thoughts and experiences) are more 
important than our perceptions of them and that is the path of true understanding.
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Building trust through Attunement

Non-defensive Responses

Research from Gottman’s Seattle Love Lab shows that in 96% of cases “discussions end on the same 
note they begin”. What this means is, if we start an argument harshly with blame and criticism then 
this is where it will most likely end. If we can start softly then, in majority of cases, the argument 
will be resolved with both parties feeling respected and heard… and with a few more coins in the 
emotional bank account. Here are some tips for non-defensive responses;

• Complain, don’t blame
• Make statements that start with ‘I’ not ‘you’
• Describe what is happening, don’t evaluate or judge
• Be clear, polite and appreciative
• Don’t store things up
• Take breaks when you need them
• Admit when you’re wrong, apologise and accept apologies
• Use sense of humour
• Calm yourself down
• Have confidence that you’ll resolve the problems/issues together and get past your differences
• Show/receive affection during the disagreeing
• Express how you feel

Responding with Empathy

Gottman describes empathy as “mirroring” feelings in a way that shows those feelings are understood 
and shared. It is entering into the emotions of the moment with another person rather than observing 
those emotions from the outside. Empathy, is only possible when the other elements of the acronym 
ATTUNE are in place. The vulnerability displayed in an empathetic response is key to intimacy and is 
the building block of trust.
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